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… the commodity-form, and the value-relation of the products of labour within which 
it appears, have absolutely no connection with the physical nature of the commodity 
and the material [dinglich] relations arising out of this. It is nothing but the definite 
social relation between men themselves which assumes here, for them, the fantastic 
form of a relation between things. In order, therefore, to find an analogy we must take 
flight into the misty realm of religion. There the products of the human brain appear 
as autonomous figures endowed with a life of their own, which enter into relations 
both with each other and with the human race. So it is in the world of commodities 
with the products of men’s hands. I call this the fetishism which attaches itself to the 
products of labour as soon as they are produced as commodities (Marx 165) 
 
This paper considers the possibility that technologies of the literary and of the self have 
reached a turning point where Marx’s distinction between the ‘products of the human brain’ 
and the ‘products of men’s hands’ is collapsing in such a way as to convince consumers that 
the latter has been, should be, or even can be subsumed by the former. In order to consider 
the role of commodity-fetishism in our current moment of bibliotechnology, I will be reading 
a text which both depicts commodities as ‘autonomous figures endowed with a life of their 
own’, and is itself a commodity parasitically dependent on an even more powerful commodity 
fetish—Apple’s iPad—to achieve its own appearance of being. 
 
My textual example is the grouping published under the title The Fantastic Flying Books of 
Mr. Morris Lessmore which manifests in four related versions by William Joyce and 
Moonbot Studios: an animated short film (2011), an app (2011), a picture book (2012), and 
the IMAG-N-O-TRON app (2012).1  
  
The animated film establishes the narrative which is shared by all versions: Morris Lessmore 
is a man who loves books; when his life is ruined by a tornado-like storm the devastation is 
represented by Morris finding himself in a colourless world (Joyce and Oldenburg 2011). He 
sees a woman being flown through the sky by a flock of books, and is led to what I will call a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Parts of my textual analysis of The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore are drawn from 
my “Reading: From Turning the Page to Touching the Screen” (2013). Please see that paper for a 
consideration of Morris Lessmore in relation to a range of current picture books’ depictions of reading. 
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library. Initially, his role seems to be to tend to the health and well-being of the books, which 
are endowed with subjectivity, feelings, and actions, and thus take on what Marx called “the 
fantastic form of a relation between things” (165). It is soon revealed that Morris’s true job is 
to make the lives of others meaningful. Morris literally brings colour to the lives of people 
who visit the library as he finds the right book for them. 
  
Ryan Bishop argues that: 
A kind and sentimental reading of the film would hold that we are all dropped into a 
wondrous tradition of reading and learning that is handed down from generation to 
generation […] A less sympathetic reading of the film can interpret the house of 
books, reading and learning as controlling the humans: that the humans live to serve 
the discourse networks and their technologies of delivery and circulation, not the 
other way around. (Bishop 162-163) 
 
Bishop’s critical focus is cinema, so it makes sense that his reading of Morris Lessmore is a 
reading of the animated film, and that he understands the multimodal versions of the Morris 
Lessmore story as “betraying its position within a vast twenty-first century consumer culture 
and mediascape” (163). My own interest lies in reading the ways in which the cumulative 
Morris Lessmore text defines, represents, or shapes the meaning of reading itself. Thus, I take 
a comparative approach to the narrative across its several incarnations while trying to 
remember that I am—like many consumer-user-readers of the Morris Lessmore texts—as 
much located within ‘a vast consumer culture and mediascape’ as the texts themselves may be. 
Nonetheless, I find fruitful Bishop’s account of two possibilities opened up by the film’s 
account of reading and learning, both on its own terms and for its telling slippage from the act 
of reading to the technologies of the literary, because this slippage strikes me as the central 
feature of the Morris Lessmore texts. 
  
The film suggests that the best way to keep books alive is by circulating them, and the best 
way for people to live fully is by consuming books. Despite this, it has strangely little to say 
about the how or why of reading. The film is more explicit about the act of writing—Morris 
achieves personal fulfillment both by circulating books and by writing the story of his own 
life. After he dies, Morris’s story finds its way into the hands of a young girl, and it is clear 
that she will be the next person to sacrifice her life to the library. 
  
Moonbot’s iPad app uses the visual culture and plot of the film, and adds a verbal narration 
that reduces ambiguity. The narration is available as words across the bottom of the screen, 
mimicking the pages of a codex, and as a voiceover (Moonbot, Fantastic). Interactive features 
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mostly involve tapping or swiping elements within an illustration to activate a short animation 
or temporarily move an object. Philip Michaels’s description captures the spirit of the 
Lessmore app: 
Moonbot went beyond merely repurposing the Morris Lessmore film. Instead, the app 
comes loaded with interactive features that augment the storyline. When a windstorm 
blows Morris out of his comfortable life, you can make houses fly off with a flick of 
your finger. A bowl of alphabet soup becomes a canvas for forming words. You help 
Morris piece together fragments of a torn up page. Everything neatly fits in with the 
action, and it’s a terrific way to get drawn into the saga of Morris Lessmore, 
particularly for younger readers. (Michaels) 
This is one of several positive reviews of the app, and it is representative in its allusion to a 
narrative but lack of engagement with that narrative. On the whole, reviewers seem to accept 
the text’s surface suggestion that books and reading are inherently good. It is hardly 
surprising that reading professionals—reviewers, teachers, librarians, and other bookish types, 
love Morris Lessmore. 
 
However, while books are everywhere in the story of Morris Lessmore, reading is far less 
present. In the animated film, “reading” is symbolically represented by human figures 
changing from black-and-white to full-spectrum palettes once they are put in contact with the 
right book for them. The viewer is also shown a montage wherein Morris experiences a range 
of extreme but short-lived emotions while reading. Many viewers will need to read Morris 
rather than read with him, because his reading material is in French. Where the film showed 
Morris circulating generic books, the app clearly shows the titles of at least four—A 
Christmas Carol, Treasure Island, Frankenstein and Alice in Wonderland—aligning Morris 
Lessmore with a particular canon of ‘classics’. Dragging these titles to characters on the 
screen transforms them temporarily. So, for example, dragging Treasure Island onto a 
character changes them briefly into a pirate; using Frankenstein transforms a man into 
Frankenstein, a boy into Frankenstein’s monster, and a woman into the Bride of Frankenstein. 
Morris Lessmore tends to treat its intertexts as general popular culture collocations, rather 
than as discrete literary works. This is unsurprising given its own multimodal existence.2 The 
action of dragging a book on to a figure and effecting the transformation aligns the interactor 
as much with Morris in circulating books as it does with the patrons who absorb the books. 
Reading per se is a slippery concept here, particularly when one considers that the verbal 
narration could be read as suggesting that these exchanges are undertaken for the benefit of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  2	  Intertexts are used to extend Morris Lessmore’s wider gendered politics of reading and 
identification. The issue of gender falls beyond the purview of this paper but certainly 
warrants further investigation.	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the books rather than the people. Broadly, though, the Morris Lessmore texts define reading 
as identification with a narrative that changes the reader’s sense of self, if only for a short 
time.  
 
This is a familiar, and probably a comfortable, definition. Coleridge’s “willing suspension of 
disbelief for the moment, which constitutes poetic faith” (145) always in some sense involves 
the handing-over of self to a text, if only for a moment. Much theorisation and analysis of 
literature in general, and the ideological account of children’s literature in particular, rests on 
the assumption that the act of reading has the possibility—even the likelihood—of changing 
the reader.  
 
If I buy, borrow, or steal a codex, and make it and its contents part of my subjectivity, I am 
participating in a familiar (albeit problematic) logic of selfhood. This logic informs Morris 
Lessmore’s representations of reading. If I acquire an iPad (or other e-reader), I am 
participating in a different logic. Most obviously, I have not yet acquired any content—
although, of course, there are many ‘free’ e-texts available. If I do buy an app or e-book, I am 
not actually buying any content, I am purchasing a license, with varying degrees of stability, 
permanence, or control. The long-term repercussions of this for notions of subjectivity remain 
to be seen. 
 
Despite appearances/surface ideologies, Morris Lessmore’s cultural utopia—wherein anyone 
and everyone can find temporary liberation in the pleasurable suspension of self in out-of-
copyright classics—is a deceptive one where one pays to watch others read, rather than read 
one’s self. Little wonder that Morris Lessmore finds its fullest expression on the iPad, which 
most closely approximates the ideal reading experience described by Morris Lessmore – a 
text endowed with sound and movement, with which the reader can interact, but has only the 
illusion of controlling. 
 
Even as the audience may be drawn into Morris’s story, the desirable location is surely that of 
the readers who come and consume the books Morris finds for them. They enjoy the kind of 
temporary, immersive experience that the app itself offers. The role of managing and 
mediating texts is depicted as heroic but ultimately all-consuming. The audience admires, but 
is not necessarily encouraged to desire, Morris’s experience excepting in moments of play. 
By extension, the user of the app is encouraged to have their existence temporarily 
transformed by interaction with the Morris Lessmore text. Users are told that “Everyone’s 
story matters” (Moonbot, Fantastic), but to produce, manage and circulate texts is seen as a 
labour of love, requiring great personal sacrifice.  
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In writing his own book, Morris ‘completes’ his life, and that book turns out to be an 
illustrated volume about coming to terms with a lack of understanding: “I laugh. I cry. I 
seldom understand things but it is more and more a sort of comfort” (Moonbot, Fantastic). 
These lines, visibly penned by Morris in the film version, are shown as finished product in the 
app, but are not present in the picture book, perhaps because book culture for children tends 
to prefer learning and development over intellectual disengagement. 
 
Neither Morris nor the audience is made privy to the real power behind the bookish 
phenomenon that consumes his life. Instead, we are distracted by the arrival of the next 
keeper of the library: the perpetuation of the system is privileged over developing an 
understanding of that system. We are not encouraged to think too deeply about what or who 
animate the flying books. 
 
Thought about as an allegory for the new techno-industries of literature, The Fantastic Flying 
Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore, could be seen as the claiming of the new in the name of the 
old—old power relations, that is. Stripped of the ability to easily make or edit texts for the 
iPad, led through apps which seem to offer autonomy but are actually on narrative and ludic 
rails, needing to occupy a position of social and economic privilege to access the hardware, 
the software, and the ongoing network access necessary to read the text or use the app, and 
encouraged to watch reading rather than to read, the user is interpellated as a self-enchanting 
Morris.  
 
Perhaps believing ourselves to be more like Morris than the unnamed consumers outside the 
library; believing ourselves to not only have some kind of mastery over cultural products but 
for their circulation to depend on us; believing ourselves essential to the perpetuation of 
culture is to fall more fully prey to the horror: 
For Marx, the “horror” does not lie in the object of vision but in the subjective 
process of fetishization—in what happens to the idolater who fails to see his actual 
connection to other human producers and who therefore loses his own humanity as he 
invests inanimate objects with human attributes. (Williams 30) 
 
I am not suggesting that Moonbot Studios or William Joyce are conscious purveyors of 
intellectual disengagement, nor that they have some kind of agenda to use commodified 
depictions of books and reading to ultimately reduce the literacy of their audience. Not only 
am I aware of William Joyce’s long and impressive career in children’s literature, I am not 
naïve enough to imagine Moonbot Studios as the powers behind the throne in this particular 
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commodity nexus.  More properly, I am not naïve enough to imagine that Moonbot are even 
the prime beneficiaries of this commodity nexus. 
 
The actual location of power and privilege is, probably, Apple / iPad / iTunes; making 
Moonbot more Morris than they themselves may know. In a recent extension of his work on 
“cool capitalism”, Jim McGuigan writes: 
Such ‘cool’ gadgets as the iPod, iPhone and iPad, useful as they undoubtedly are, 
nevertheless, exemplify the process of commodity fetishism and the obscuring of 
neoliberal capitalism’s system of global exploitation. (McGuigan 433) 
 
Most notoriously, in the case of Apple, are the conditions and consequences of manufacture at 
sites such as Foxconn’s plants in China (see, for example, Johnson; Duhigg and Barboza). 
There are also the material and symbolic economies of publishing, and the possible long-term 
repercussions of Apple emerging as both publisher and library. Or, more likely, Amazon and 
Apple emerging as ‘the’ publishers and libraries; controlling, if not the means of production, 
then the means of circulation and access (see, for example, Manjoo; Hazard Owen). Such a 
duopoly is unlikely to be absolute, but more dangerously, it may fail to be recognised as a 
duopoly. Content producers such as Moonbot presumably view themselves as cultural agents, 
but their own products can be seen as cautionary tales about the illusory nature of such 
agency. 
 
Reading Morris Lessmore as both being and being about books as commodities, I am 
reminded of Marx’s assertion that, “Value, therefore, does not have its description branded on 
its forehead; it rather transforms every product of labour into a social hieroglyphic. Later on, 
men try to decipher the hieroglyphic, to get behind the secret of their own social product” 
(Marx 167). The skills required to decipher—to get behind—the secrets of The Fantastic 
Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore have been transformed by the text itself: deciphering 
has been transformed into hieroglyphic. 
 
As impressive an aesthetic and technical feat as the Morris Lessmore texts are, they 
demonstrate the fallacy of equating interactivity with agency. They show that texts can be 
about books without also being about reading. As Jacqueline Reid-Walsh’s recent critique of 
movable books makes clear: 
…the interactor roles for the child have shifted from agency to activity to 
spectatorship. These shifts are linked to the design of the artifacts. The simpler 
designed objects enable a wider range of roles for the child interactor, including 
authorship, while, the more complexly designed artifacts channel the interactions into 
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predetermined sets that divorce the different interactor functions from one another. 
(Reid-Walsh 177) 
 
I am not asserting some kind of revelation, revolution, or solution in this paper; I remain 
conscious of the Derridean caution that, “labour and technology must themselves be 
understood as already and intrinsically spectral—already haunted by non-identity, already 
prosthetic” (Pepperell 230), and that “critique cannot take the form of stripping away a veil to 
reveal labour as some sort of pure essence that has been distorted or concealed. Instead, 
production is itself generative of non-identity” (230). Rather, I hope to initiate some 
conversation about what subjectivity is, can, or should be in a new age of bibliotechnology.  
In the online advertisement for the most recent incarnation of Morris Lessmore –the IMAG-N-
O-TRON app—Apple hosts images produced by or for Moonbot which show the iPad being 
used as a lens for reading books, and for reading children who are reading books (Moonbot, 
IMAG-N-O-TRON). Rather than head further down the path of commodity fetishism, finding 
‘new ways’ to look with the iPad, I’m interested in finding ways to look at the iPad. Rather 
than finding new ways to read with the iPad, I am interested in finding ways to read the iPad 
itself… I would welcome any suggestions you might have! 
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